From the President

I wish you could see Union as I have the opportunity to see it! It is a blessing to meet alumni through the decades (those who graduated in the 1950s to those who graduated in the last couple of years) whose appreciation for Union grows with each year that passes; parents who see the transformation in their sons and daughters because of Union; Jacksonians who see Union as the crown jewel of the Hub City; people throughout West Tennessee and the Mid South who have such deep appreciation and respect for Union; faculty and staff members who genuinely live out their callings as Christian educators and are sincerely committed to Union's mission; and amazing students who love all that they are experiencing within Union's community.

If you had the chance to hear the stories I hear and see the things I see and experience the things I experience, I know you would join with me in praising God for his favor and blessing! Union is a special place, a place deeply committed to living our motto—Religion et Eрудиtio—the integration of faith in Jesus Christ and excellence in academic pursuits.

It is hard to believe that it has been one year since beginning at Union. Hearing some of the freshman students (class of 2018) sum up the year, I can echo their sentiments—thankful God led them to Union; overwhelmed by the blessing of the community of friends and faculty around them; a bit amazed at how much they have grown and changed; and overwhelmingly blessed by the community of friends and faculty around them; a bit amazed at how much they have grown and changed; and already looking forward to next year.

As you read through this issue of the Unonite, we have tried to give you a glimpse of some of the great things happening at Union. Be encouraged, share a good word about Union with someone else and pray for Union. The task remains, as always, to affirm and focus the Union mission, to see God active in all its parts and to sustain faithfully the ethical, spiritual and intellectual foundations of a truly great Christian liberal arts institution.

May the favor of the Lord our God rest upon us; establish the work of our hands for us—yes, establish the work of our hands. Psalm 90:17
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EDGE program. “With employment comes

Jennifer Graves, director of the Union

to become gainfully employed,” said

opportunities for people with disabilities.
The program at Union will serve students ages 18-26 who have completed high school and who have a documented intellectual or developmental disability.

The program, part of Union’s College of Education and Human Studies, will encourage increased independent-living skills, with a focus toward career development and employment. Similar programs are offered at such schools as Vanderbilt University and Clemson University.

Ann Singleton, associate dean of education at Union, was one of the leaders in getting the program established at Union.

“With Union EDGE, Union University has the opportunity to extend its mission to an underserved population of students,” Singleton said. “Union has a unique culture where teaching and learning is explored and championed in ways that go beyond a typical university classroom.”

Singleton said the immersion of EDGE students within the Union community “will enhance our tradition of faith, learning and service.”

The program will be either residential or non-residential, depending upon the needs of students, though Graves said socialization is a key component to the experience. Students will serve in an on-campus internship during their first year and then be placed in an off-campus internship during the second year.

Graves is looking for employers to be partners with Union EDGE and who would be willing to accept students from the program as interns.

For more information, contact Graves at jgraves@uu.edu.

Rogers selected for Witter Bynner Fellowship

The awards and recognitions keep coming for Union English professor Bobby Rogers. Rogers was recently selected to receive the 2015 Witter Bynner Fellowship in the amount of $10,000 by Charles Wright, John Poellnazar Consultant in Poetry at the Library of Congress. The fellowship, funded by the Witter Bynner Foundation, exists solely to support poetry writing.

As a recipient of the fellowship, Rogers has two primary responsibilities—to coordinate a poetry reading in his home state and to take part in poetry readings and recordings at the Library of Congress.

For Rogers, who studied under Weight in college, the award is especially meaningful.

“I’ve admired Charles Wright since I was first figuring out what a poem could be,” Rogers said. “When I arrived at the University of Virginia to study with him, I was 21 years old and needing to learn everything. What Charles showed me was how a serious mind goes about making art.”

The timing of the award is also significant. Rogers received a National Endowment for the Arts grant for the 2015-2016 year.

“The additional funds from the Witter Bynner Fellowship make it a little more justifiable to take a semester off from teaching and sit down to make some new poems,” Rogers said.

Rogers is the author of “Paper Anniversary,” winner of the 2009 AEgnis Lynch Strentt Poetry Prize. He is also the recipient of the Greensboro Review literary prize in poetry. His poems have been published in several literary journals including The Southern Review, Georgia Review and Shenandoah. He has been teaching at Union since 1989.

Rogers, along with fellow award-winner Emily Trages of New York University, were presented by the Poet Laureate at a special poetry reading event in Washington, D.C., in March.

Clinical major’s research may lead to new medical treatments for premature babies

Courtney Berger, a senior biology major at Union University, spent the last two summers at University of Tennessee Health Science Center researching the effect of different drugs on blood flow to the brain of infants. The neonatal pediatric research focused on discovering how to get enough blood or oxygen to the brain of premature babies. “It’s very experimental at this point,” Berger said. “We operated on baby piglets and introduced different concentrations of drugs to the surface of their brains through the pupils.”

Berger is the first Union University student to be invited to the prestigious research program at University of Tennessee Health Science Center. Dr. Charles Leffler, the primary lead in the scientific community on this subject, served as Berger’s mentor at UT.

“I was blessed to have a phenomenal lab,” Berger said. “They invited me back. I might end up doing that this summer.”

The research allowed the undergraduate to experience hands-on experience. In her first year, Berger said she made the drugs, introduced them and wrote down the data. In her second year, she performed the surgery on her own several times.

“The motto of our lab was, ‘If everything goes right, you did something wrong,’ Berger said. ‘Nothing is ever perfect when it comes to live animals. For us to measure the blood flow of the brain, they had to be alive the whole time. What it you do as a doctor—making sure you are keeping your patients alive.”

After graduating in December, Berger plans to attend medical school and become a pediatrician. She said the research experience showed her that the origin of all the medicines she will prescribe as a physician.

“The research I worked on will directly affect babies,” Berger said. “It will be cool to see if it becomes applicable in my lifetime. Even still certain aspects of our research have already gone into clinical trials.”

Berger’s research resulted in a 56-page paper for her undergraduate project. The completed research under Leffler should be published in a medical journal in the coming year.

“As a researcher, you discover something,” Berger said. “If it’s yours, but you want to share it with everybody. I loved the fact that we were eventually benefiting the lives of premature babies in the future.”

At Union, Berger is a member of Pi Sigma Alpha and Alpha Omega Alpha honor societies. She completed research under Leffler in a 56-page paper for her undergraduate project. The completed research under Leffler should be published in a medical journal in the coming year.

As a researcher, you discover something,” Berger said. “It’s yours, but you want to share it with everybody. I loved the fact that we were eventually benefiting the lives of premature babies in the future.”

At Union, Berger is a member of Pi Sigma Alpha and Alpha Omega Alpha honor societies. She completed research under Leffler in a 56-page paper for her undergraduate project. The completed research under Leffler should be published in a medical journal in the coming year.

A 11 senior engineering students at Union University passed their Fundamentals of Engineering exam in 2015 – a 100 percent pass rate compared a national average around 77 percent.

“I am delighted to celebrate this accomplishment with our 11 graduating seniors,” said Jeanette Russ, professor of engineering and department chair. “Passing the exam requires knowledge in a variety of areas, from economics and ethics to statistics and chemistry to thermodynamics and circuits.”

Russ said the students’ performance on the exam was evidence not only of the knowledge and diligence of each student, but of the excellent academic preparation they received from Union’s engineering program – preparation that gives them a strong foundation for success in whatever career path they choose as they move on from Union.

The FE exam is a six-hour exam that is typically the first step toward licensure as a professional engineer. It is a national, standardized test administered by the National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying.

Of Union’s 11 graduating classes in engineering since 2005, five have achieved a 100 percent pass rate. The program’s four-year rolling average is about 92 percent.

Union announces Nance as interim dean in business school

Bill Nance has been appointed as interim dean of Union University’s McAllister School of Business Administration.

Nance, who has been the school’s associate dean since August 2010, steps into the interim dean position following the death of Keith Absher on March 24. Absher had been dean since 2004.

“Bill Nance is a strategic thinker, effective leader, and excellent teacher,” Union President C. Bruce Mitchell said. “We are very grateful that he is willing to step up to the challenge.”

Nance completed his bachelor’s degree from Regis University, his Master of Business Administration degree from Union University and his Doctor of Business Administration degree from Nova Southeastern University.

Engineering students score another 100 percent pass rate on FE exam

University EDGE program for students with intellectual, developmental disabilities

Y oung adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities now have an educational option available through Union’s new EDGE program.

The Union EDGE will be a two-year certificate program beginning this fall that will focus on developing communication skills and job skills training. EDGE is an acronym for Employment Training, Daily living skills, Godly focus, Educational enrichment.

“Research has shown that students who have experienced a post-secondary education program are much more likely to become gainfully employed,” said Jennifer Graves, director of the Union EDGE program. “With employment comes the opportunity to measure the blood flow of the brain, they had to be alive the whole time. What it you do as a doctor—making sure you are keeping your patients alive.”
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Nance, who has been the school’s associate dean since August 2010, steps into the interim dean position following the death of Keith Absher on March 24. Absher had been dean since 2004.
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Finn named as dean of School of Theology and Missions

Nathan Finn will join Union July 1 as dean of the School of Theology and Missions.

Finn comes to Union from Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, where he is director of the Center for Spiritual Formation and Evangelical Spirituality and associate professor of historical theology and spiritual formation.

He has taught at the seminary and held a variety of positions there since 2006. “Nathan is a great teacher, an excellent scholar, a strong churchman, a devoted husband and father and a faithful follower of Christ,” Union President Samuel W. ‘Dub’ Oliver said. “We are excited that he is joining us at Union and look forward to his leadership and service as we seek to advance our mission and vision.”

Finn will take over the position previously held by Greg Thornbury, who left Union in 2013 to become president of The King’s College in New York. James Patterson has been the school’s acting dean since then.

Finn said he is thankful for Union’s storied history and ongoing influence in Baptist life and the wider evangelical world. “I could not be more excited to be joining the Union family,” Finn said. “I was shaped profoundly by my own education at a Baptist liberal arts college. I look forward to being a part of a comprehensive university where every discipline is engaged from the perspective of the Christian worldview.”

The faculty in Union’s School of Theology and Missions is one of the strongest theological faculties in the nation, he added.

“I have been friends with many of them for years and have been greatly influenced by their teaching and writing in my own ministry,” Finn said. “I love how they wed faithful Christian scholarship with an emphasis on practical ministry and a burden for the salvation of the lost. I’m grateful for the chance to lead the School of Theology and Missions as we educate a rising generation of pastors, church staff, missionaries and other Christian leaders for the glory of God and the advance of his kingdom.”

Danny Akin, president at Southeastern, called Finn “one of the finest church historians I have ever known” and “a wonderful churchman.”

“His departure from Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary is a huge loss for us and a tremendous gain for Union University,” Akin said. “I can only give my blessing to this move because in my heart I know it is good for the kingdom work of Christ. I believe Nathan will excel at his new assignment, and he goes with my love, prayers and full support.”

Finn completed his bachelor’s degree from Brewton-Parker College and his Master of Divinity and Doctor of Philosophy from SEBTS.

In addition to his role at SEBTS, Finn serves as an adjunct professor at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary where he teaches seminars and supervises doctoral students in biblical spirituality.

A prolific writer and editor, Finn is co-author, along with Anthony Chute and Michael Haykin, of The Baptist Story: From English Sect to Global Movement, which B&H Academic will release later this fall. This textbook offers a comprehensive narrative introduction to the Baptist tradition.

Finn edited Help to Zion’s Travellers by Robert Hall Sr. and co-edited Domestic Slavery: The Correspondence of Richard Fuller and Francis Wayland and Ministry by His Grace and for His Glory: Essays in Honor of Thomas J. Nettles. He has written dozens of book chapters, scholarly essays, popular articles and book reviews.

In addition to his teaching and writing ministry, Finn is an ordained Southern Baptist minister who previously served in ministry positions in several Southern Baptist churches in Georgia and North Carolina. He is an elder and member at First Baptist Church in Durham, North Carolina. “Nathan Finn is a Bible-man, a gospel-man, and a church-man,” Union Provost C. Ben Mitchell said. “His passion for students, for his discipline, for the church and for the worldwide spread of the gospel of the risen Christ will be infectious.”

George Guthrie, Union’s Benjamin W. Perry Professor of Bible, said he is grateful for Finn’s appointment. “Nathan loves the church, understands the academic context as a crucible for Christian discipleship and integrates a warm-hearted faith with rigorous scholarship,” Guthrie said. “The fact that he is one of our very best Baptist historians in the field today can help keep us rock-solidly grounded in our heritage while giving us crystal-clear perspective on our current challenges in the broader Baptist and evangelical life.”

Finn and his wife Leah, a full-time homemaker, have been married since 2001. They have four children: Georgia, Baxter, Eleanor and Fuller. Among his hobbies, Finn includes reading spy novels and fantasy novels, watching movies and Broadway musicals, listening to a wide range of music and rooting for the Georgia Bulldogs and Atlanta Braves.

Willson headlines Ryan Center Bible conference

Sandy Willson, senior minister of Second Presbyterian Church in Memphis, was the featured speaker for a Bible conference at Union University in March.

The conference, sponsored by Union’s R.C. Ryan Center for Biblical Studies, addressed the theme “But As For You: Regaining Our Confidence in God’s Word.” Based on 2 Timothy 3:10-17, Ray Van Neste, director of the Ryan Center and professor of biblical studies, called Willson’s messages “timely and powerful.”

“Pastor Willson mentioned the fact that so many churches are surrendering their hold of the scriptures by turning away from biblical preaching and doctrine by allowing the world around us to set our ethical standards,” Van Neste said. “These messages are wonderful examples of the combination of a strong call for holiness and conviction along with deep grace and humility.”

Sam Bullington, pastor of Rover Baptist Church in Eagleville, Tennessee, said he always appreciates the opportunity to get together with people who love God’s word and who can teach him to better communicate the Bible.

“Sandy Willson, Ray Van Neste and other Union faculty really love God’s word, and they love the church,” Bullington said. “It’s always a really encouraging experience to be at the Ryan Center conference. Pastors, Sunday school teachers, small group leaders, those who disciple other Christians—all those who teach God’s word and teach others to live it—basically all Christians would benefit from this conference.”

Willson was the featured speaker for a Bible conference at Union University in March. The conference, sponsored by Union’s R.C. Ryan Center for Biblical Studies, addressed the theme “But As For You: Regaining Our Confidence in God’s Word.” Based on 2 Timothy 3:10-17, Ray Van Neste, director of the Ryan Center and professor of biblical studies, called Willson’s messages “timely and powerful.”

“Pastor Willson mentioned the fact that so many churches are surrendering their hold of the scriptures by turning away from biblical preaching and doctrine by allowing the world around us to set our ethical standards,” Van Neste said. “These messages are wonderful examples of the combination of a strong call for holiness and conviction along with deep grace and humility.”

Sam Bullington, pastor of Rover Baptist Church in Eagleville, Tennessee, said he always appreciates the opportunity to get together with people who love God’s word and who can teach him to better communicate the Bible.

“Sandy Willson, Ray Van Neste and other Union faculty really love God’s word, and they love the church,” Bullington said. “It’s always a really encouraging experience to be at the Ryan Center conference. Pastors, Sunday school teachers, small group leaders, those who disciple other Christians—all those who teach God’s word and teach others to live it—basically all Christians would benefit from this conference.”

Web exclusive: Audio from the conference is available at uu.edu/unionite
Biology to begin two graduate programs

Union University will launch two graduate programs in biology after the faculty approved both measures. The graduate certificate in pre-professional biology will begin this fall, with plans to admit eight students. The program is designed for students who are interested in obtaining more coursework in preparation for professional school or to provide an additional credential to demonstrate ability.

The second program, which is set to begin in the fall of 2016, will be a Master of Science degree in conservation biology—a two-year program which will admit two students per year.

More information about the programs is available at uu.edu/biology/graduate.

Art project honors persecuted Christians

Art projects are a sustainability and inexpensively produced from nearly any feedstock with locally available resources,” Bentley said. “This means that a community can get all of the components locally, without any aid from another company, (non-governmental organization) or government.”

The development of nations—aided by BioChar—would allow communities to transform a natural waste product into a fertilizer and a water purifier, all with increased dependability on their government. “A lot of the world’s need for water treatment is currently in Asia,” Bentley said. “But there’s also a lot of need in sanitation. BioChar has implications for sanitation in addition to drinking water. I know I want to be in a developing community helping people who don’t have access to clean water.”

According to Bentley, the benefits of BioChar could extend to Union University’s campus if the different science departments would research the effect of BioChar on plant life and its filtration ability. “It has such a direct application for developing communities that doing research even at the undergraduate level could help people to understand how to implement it,” Bentley said.

Bentley said he also hoped Students for Sustainability might consider the potential of BioChar. “It could be used in the campus garden and improve crop yield and compost,” Bentley said.

Jay Bernheisel, associate professor of engineering, helped Bentley on the project. “Professor Bentley is actually on a research sabbatical, doing sustainable farming methods,” Bentley said.’’ He’ll probably use the BioChar for his farm that he has on his property.”

The research project began as preparation for Bentley’s graduate studies, which he plans to begin in the fall at University of Colorado in Boulder. Bentley presented his research at Union’s annual Scholarship Symposium April 28. He plans to earn his doctorate before he and his wife, Ruth Bone Bentley, a 2015 graduate in nursing, go overseas to work with developing communities.

Record-high 718 students graduate from Union at spring commencement

A s she marched in the graduation ceremony, Sandra Williams couldn’t help but reflect on her memories of Union through the years. Union University’s 100th annual spring commencement on May 16 marked the 50th anniversary of Williams’ graduation from Union in 1965. She taught at Union for more than 20 years before her retirement in 2003, and since then has still been teaching as an adjunct instructor.

“Union has been so very good to me,” Williams said. “I just wanted to celebrate the fact that I’m still able to be at Union and to say that I’m thankful for the many years that I’ve had this kind of relationship with the school.”

To celebrate the occasion, Williams got special permission to march with the faculty in Saturday’s ceremony. Dressed in her academic regalia, the faculty led the way for the 718 students who received their degrees in Oman Arena—the largest graduation in Union’s history. Because of rain and the large size of the graduating class, the university held two separate ceremonies—one for graduate and adult students and one for undergraduate students.

Steve Gaines, pastor of Bellevue Baptist Church in Cordova, Tennessee, and a Union alumnus, delivered the commencement address, challenging graduates to devote themselves to prayer, to the power of God’s Spirit and to the proclamation of the gospel—the three traits that characterized the early Christian church in Acts.

“We’re on a downward slope,” Gaines said about the moral and spiritual climate of the day. “You’re graduating in serious days. Serious days require serious Christians.”

Gaines’ daughter Bethany Gaines Golding received her bachelor’s degree in teaching and learning as part of the ceremony.

Union presented the Elizabeth Tiggett Medal to Phillip Richard Kurtzweil, a biochemistry major from Wichita, Kansas. The award honors the memory of Isaac B. Tiggett, a former interim president at Union, as well as a benefactor and trustee. The medal has been awarded since 1912 by vote of the entire Union faculty to an outstanding undergraduate.

Earlier in the day, Union held a commissioning service for graduates in G.M. Savage Memorial Chapel. Union President Samuel W. “Dub” Oliver encouraged graduates to heed the simple two-word command that Jesus so often repeated: “Follow me.”

“We bless you as you graduate from Union and are praying for you as you courageously and faithfully follow God’s call on your lives,” Oliver said. “And, we hope you will be incredibly successful. But we only want that as you faithfully follow Jesus.”

Oliver said the first step in the Christian life is obedience to those two words. “And, the whole pathway of the Christian life is traveled in obedience to those two words,” he said. “It’s not complicated. When Jesus says, ‘Follow me,’ he demands submission of the whole being, and from that moment we don’t get ahead of him, we go after him.”
Barnard lectures at Mayo Clinic

Justin Barnard served as guest lecturer at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, in March, addressing the topic of technology assessment. Barnard, associate professor of philosophy and associate dean of the Institute for Intellectual Discipleship at Union University, was part of an event that served as a continuing medical education credit opportunity for doctors and nurses associated with Mayo Clinic. The broader topic was “Healing and Re-engaging Mind and Bodies: Ethical Challenges in Neurology, Disabilities and Technology Assessment.” Barnard focused on how people think and make value judgments about technology and applied that topic specifically to various medical technologies.

He said he was honored and humbled by the invitation to participate. “Part of that honor was attached to the deep sense of history there and the contributions that the Mayo Clinic has made to the history of medicine and to current medical practice,” Barnard said. In addition to his lectures, Barnard served on a panel that discussed challenges in the field of neuroethics.

Rogers chooses Allegro as chairman, approves $91 million budget

Union University trustees approved a $91.1 million operating budget for 2015-16 at their April 10 meeting and elected Lisa Williams Rogers as the next board chair, the first woman to hold that position in the university’s history.

The $91 million budget trustees approved is a 4.64 percent increase to the current year’s operating budget and includes $24.6 million for scholarships and financial aid, a 24.6 percent increase from the previous year’s budget. The board got a clean audit report from the accounting firm Crowe & Company.

The board also elected to elect her to a new leadership role.”

The fellowship will pay for Fox to attend graduate school, allowing him to focus solely on his academics and his research. Fox is one of three mathematics majors to have received a fellowship from a prestigious university recently—following Matthew Dawson (’08) at Louisiana State University and Emile Huffman (’12) at Duke. While the financial support is invaluable, Fox said the fellowship served as affirmation of his work at Union.

“I applied to a few different schools, but when one gives you a really good offer, you know that is where you’re going to go,” Fox said. The application process involved visiting the school and speaking with professors from the mathematics department before writing an essay on why he wanted to be a part of the graduate fellowship society. Matt Lanford, professor of mathematics at Union, said for’s accomplishments while attending Union include a perfect score on the Educational Testing Service Major Field Test and a summer research experience.

“I am confident that Jamie will be a successful mathematics graduate student, and I anticipate the day when he will not only be my former students, but also one of my professional colleagues,” Lanford said. “It is significant that Union University can attract such bright minds to our campus and that we can prepare them so well for graduate education.”

For more about these fellowships, Fox earned graduate credit opportunity for doctors and nurses associated with Mayo Clinic. The broader topic was “Healing and Re-engaging Mind and Bodies: Ethical Challenges in Neurology, Disabilities and Technology Assessment.” Barnard focused on how people think and make value judgments about technology and applied that topic specifically to various medical technologies.

The fellowship will pay for Fox to attend graduate school, allowing him to focus solely on his academics and his research. Fox is one of three mathematics majors to have received a fellowship from a prestigious university recently—following Matthew Dawson (’08) at Louisiana State University and Emile Huffman (’12) at Duke. While the financial support is invaluable, Fox said the fellowship served as affirmation of his work at Union.

“I applied to a few different schools, but when one gives you a really good offer, you know that is where you’re going to go,” Fox said. The application process involved visiting the school and speaking with professors from the mathematics department before writing an essay on why he wanted to be a part of the graduate fellowship society. Matt Lanford, professor of mathematics at Union, said Fox’s accomplishments while attending Union include a perfect score on the Educational Testing Service Major Field Test and a summer research experience.

“I am confident that Jamie will be a successful mathematics graduate student, and I anticipate the day when he will not only be my former students, but also one of my professional colleagues,” Lanford said. “It is significant that Union University can attract such bright minds to our campus and that we can prepare them so well for graduate education.” For more about these fellowships, Fox will attend Florida State University’s graduate school in the fall, studying financial math.

Agee named vice president for institutional advancement in February

Agee previously served as president of Oklahoma Baptist University for six years and as executive director of the International Association of Baptist Colleges and Universities. A Union graduate, Agee completed his Master of Divinity and Doctor of Ministry degrees from Southern Baptist Theological Seminary and a Doctor of Philosophy in higher education from Vanderbilt University’s George Peabody College for Teachers.

Prior to his service at OBU, Agee was a faculty member, vice president and special assistant to the president at Union for several years. When Agee said he’s had a deep love for Union for a long time and always feels great pride in his alma mater, “When Union President Samuel W. ‘Dub’ Oliver asked me to step in and help rebuild an already strong school into a long form magazine,” said Ashley Blair, assistant professor of communication arts and the OBU president (‘92). “I am a testament to the excellence of our student journalists, photojournalists and photographers who the very first OBU magazine was named Best of the South.”

The publication also placed third in the Best College Newspaper and second in the Best College Website categories. Individually, Katherine Burgess, editor-in-chief of the Cardinal & Cream, earned second in the Best Columnist and Best Feature categories. The publication was named Best of the South in the Best College Magazine category.

“This year was a huge transition for the Cardinal & Cream as we moved from biweekly print news to daily online news and a long form magazine,” said Ashley Blair, assistant professor of communication arts and the OBU president (‘92). “I am a testament to the excellence of our student journalists, photojournalists and photographers who the very first OBU magazine was named Best of the South.”
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Germantown MBA students partner with nonprofit

A nonprofit organization in Memphis may be able to expand its work across the state thanks to the efforts of students in Union’s Master of Business Administration program at Germantown.

Arise2Read, an effort that started as a ministry of Bellevue Baptist Church in Cordova, sends volunteers into inner-city schools to tutor second graders in reading.

“We’re having tremendous success, and we’re really looking forward to being able to expand our influence and include more churches and schools until we reach every second grader so that they can reach their full potential,” said Donna Gaines, founder and president of the Arise2Read board. Gaines is a Union alumna and wife of Bellevue pastor Steve Gaines.

A board member from Arise2Read contacted Kevin Westbrook, professor of marketing at Union University in Germantown, about his MBA students working with the organization on a business plan. Over the past several years, Union MBA students in Germantown have helped several local nonprofits by doing similar work as class projects.

We created a plan for the organization to expand their evangelism into the local community.

Westbrook said the projects are invaluable for the students, because they provide real-world experience instead of relying on simulations from textbooks. In his strategic marketing cohort, Westbrook divided the class into three competing teams to develop and present their proposals to Arise2Read.

“There’s kind of this competitive spirit, which is very analogous to what these students will see in the real business world when they’re out competing for sales proposals or consulting projects or internal projects within their organizations,” Westbrook said. “That kind of creates a competitive fervor within the class, which really stimulates learning.”

While Arise2Read tutors help children specifically with their reading, they also direct children to local after-school programs run by churches that partner with the organization. At those programs, volunteers minister to the children and share the gospel with them.

Westbrook said the students in the class worked on plans to help Arise2Read recruit more volunteers and to identify what a statewide model of the program would look like if it expanded to Nashville, Chattanooga or Knoxville.

“The students were challenged,” Westbrook said. “They indicated that they learned an enormous amount through the project.

“We’re very excited about the project because we’re actually able to help this organization reach kids that need to learn to read, but also because we created a plan for the organization to expand their evangelism into the local community and share Christ with an unsaved world.”

Gaines said the work of the Union students was exceptional.

“What we’re going to gain from them, we could have gotten from nowhere else,” she said.

Alicia Dobrzeniecki, one of the students in the class who works as consumer experience consultant at Humana, said the project was a rewarding experience.

“It’s also been a learning experience as well,” Dobrzeniecki said. “I think that the commitment to provide them with valuable information has really helped with the learning process, because it pushes you to give back to the community and to those nonprofit agencies.”


debate team goes undefeated

Union University’s Lady Bulldogs basketball team fell just short of advancing to the NCAA Division II Elite Eight this year, losing to Nova Southeastern 67-62 in the 2015 NCAA National Tournament South Region Title game in March. With a record of 28-4, the Lady Bulldogs finished the season ranked 13th nationally in the university’s first year as an active member of NCAA Division II.

“I’m really proud of this team and the way they competed all year,” Union Coach Mark Campbell said. “We’ve fought against not being very athletic all year. When you look at our team warming up and then look at the other team, what makes our team good is the things you cannot see. This team loves each other in ways that most teams don’t.”

Union’s Lady Bulldogs basketball team fell just short of advancing to the NCAA Division II Elite Eight this year, losing to Nova Southeastern 67-62 in the 2015 NCAA National Tournament South Region Title game in March. With a record of 28-4, the Lady Bulldogs finished the season ranked 13th nationally in the university’s first year as an active member of NCAA Division II.

“I’m really proud of this team and the way they competed all year,” Union Coach Mark Campbell said. “We’ve fought against not being very athletic all year. When you look at our team warming up and then look at the other team, what makes our team good is the things you cannot see. This team loves each other in ways that most teams don’t.”

As the top-seeded team in the South Region, Union hosted play for the tournament’s first three rounds. The men’s basketball team also advanced to the NCAA Division II National Tournament this year for the first time since 1968 after spending 47 years as a member of the NAIA. The Bulldogs lost to Barry 73-59 in the tournament’s opening round and finished with a 20-11 record.

Earlier in the fall, Union’s women’s cross country team captured the school’s first conference championship since joining the Gulf South Conference in 2012.
Oliver, Hampton address racial reconciliation at community MLK event

About 200 people packed every corner of Agape Fellowship Church in Jackson Jan. 19 to hear Samuel W. “Dub” Oliver, president of Union University, discuss diversity and racial reconciliation with Logan Hampton, president of Lane College.

The two men responded to questions amid frequent applause from a lively audience. Though the presidents addressed a variety of issues, at the core of the conversation were their thoughts on fostering community reconciliation.

The dialogue began with both men expressing gratitude to Martin Luther King Jr. and other civil rights advocates. Hampton referenced their impact on his educational opportunities.

“My parents made the choice to send me to the white school ... it was because of Dr. King, who opened doors, that my parents had that choice. I’m also thankful to many of you, who were educational, civic and business pioneers, and opened doors that we might have this conversation tonight,” he said.

Oliver reminisced about graduate school, where he first read “Letter from a Birmingham Jail” and was struck by the eloquence and depth of King’s writing and convictions.

“I’m challenged to be part of that legacy, not just in the past, but in the present and future,” Oliver said. “I hope that our discussion tonight isn’t just a discussion, but that it bears much fruit.”

Despite their gratitude for previous progress, Hampton and Oliver readily acknowledged obstacles to reconciliation and the need for repentance among believers. They challenged those present to be bold about addressing Jackson’s tensions.

“It’s complex, and there’s a lot of work,” Hampton said. “I would challenge this community to not get caught up in the clichés and the simple answers. If we’re going to make our community better, we’ve got to address it on multiple levels and diverse fronts.”

Oliver asserted that, for lasting change, the colleges in Jackson should commit to collaborating instead of competing. He proposed several joint programs, including a mentoring program that partners college students with local middle school and high school students.

“We’ll try some things. We’ll fail,” Oliver said. “We’ll try some things. We’ll succeed. By God’s grace we will make Jackson more of the community he intended it to be.”

Both agreed that, as college presidents, they have a unique responsibility to shape the minds and hearts of the next generation by fostering honest dialogue. They also stressed the importance of addressing faith-based issues such as racial reconciliation in the world of higher education.

Toward the end of the night, they fielded audience questions ranging from the origins of prejudice to advice on closing the achievement gap among black males. They offered practical, simple strategies such as intentionally building relationships, being willing to listen and serving faithfully in local ministries.

“Everything works—it all works. Just get busy doing it,” Hampton said. “That way, when we come back next year, you will all have testimonies of what God did in 2015 and how 2016 is going to be so much better.”

Oliver and Hampton didn’t exempt themselves from the challenges they posed to the audience.

“We’re now accountable to you,” Oliver said. “I hope you’ll hold yourself accountable too, and that you’re not just remembering the legacy, but you’re also repenting, and renewing the commitment daily to making Jackson a place where everybody flourishes.”

If we’re going to make our community better, we’ve got to address it on multiple levels and diverse fronts.
The old campus in downtown Jackson had weathered nearly 150 years. Students had filled its classrooms and laboratories since before the Civil War. Young people were educated and inspired, careers forged, lifetime friendships born and spouses met. Students loved it, but the sands of time were running out for the aging and landlocked campus.

Repairs and new construction were needed. The price of properties adjacent to the campus inflated with talk of expansion. In addition, security issues became more of a concern. The University looked for solutions throughout the 1960s. “We were well past the saturation point as far as facilities,” said Bob Agee, vice president for institutional advancement. In the early 1970s Agee was a Union trustee who joined the Union faculty after the move. “There was no more land to be acquired. We faced the decision, what do we tear down and replace? And was that good stewardship?”
NEW LOCATION
After years of assessing its goals and options, Union purchased a site along the recently completed Highway 45 Bypass in September 1968 under the leadership of President Robert Craig. The property included land from Country Club Lane to Oil Well Road, bordered on the west by Walker Road. Union also acquired another tract of about 80 acres, known as Spragins Peach Orchard, east of the bypass.

The University designated the west tract between Country Club and Channing Way for the campus. The faculty used the land north of this to raise gardens for their families during the early years, Agee said. Plans for the new tract of about 80 acres, known as Spragins Peach Orchard, east of the bypass. Union also acquired another tract of about 80 acres, known as Spragins Peach Orchard, east of the bypass.

NEW ACADEMIC COMPLEX
The initial design for the campus was for a multi-building complex. “It probably looked a little like what the Great Lawn does now with the newer buildings,” Agee said. “But when the plans were let out for bids in early 1974, building costs had sky-rocketed, and it was not possible financially to build multiple buildings.”

Union’s architect found a large community college in St. Louis that had won an award for a ‘mall concept’ facility. “It was determined that with the funds we had and that the feasibility studies indicated that we could raise, it seemed to be the approach to take,” Agee said.

The construction was awarded at the price of $6,050,000. However, later that amount had to be reduced by $3,000,000, with the square footage slashed by a third and some architectural features eliminated. Construction was scheduled for completion in 1975.

Named the Penick Academic Complex (after John Penick, whose estate provided Union with $600,000. John’s father, Isaac Penick, was a longtime Bible professor at Union), the facility was designed with color-keyed zones for art, student center, science, general academic, music, drama, administration, library/media and gym. The classrooms varied in size from small rooms for only a few students to larger ones holding up to 100. The cafeteria doubled as a place for students and faculty to gather between meals, in place of a student union building.


to live in the apartments. “Four of us decided we wanted to stay together,” he said. “We all had those private bedrooms and the living area and kitchen. It was really pretty nice. Over on the old campus there were two people in one room. It was basically a bedroom with two desks, and you walked down the hall to the showers and restrooms.”

“We were one of the first colleges to have this,” Brewer said. “There were not any—particularly among Southern Baptist colleges or state colleges we were associated with—that had the type of housing we were moving toward.”

Known as the “student village,” the buildings were built of precast structural concrete and redwood exterior siding and connected to the commons buildings and academic complex by ‘pedestrian streets.’

STUDENT VILLAGE
A developer expressed interest in the peach orchard area, so the University gave him the land east of the bypass in exchange for him building the residence halls. Agee said.

After considerable input from students, two ideas seemed most important. First, they wanted a commons meeting area where students could gather for group activities, visit with friends and do laundry. Second, students wanted private bedrooms in apartment-style residences, many with kitchens. Called “townhouse apartments,” the concept was decades ahead of its time.

Students were all excited about new housing particularly,” said Maggie Neil Brewer, dean of students during that time. Murphy was among the first students
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READY FOR THE MOVE

As the construction neared completion, faculty and students alike were anxious to view the new campus. In fact, so many visitors stopped by to see the progress that the contractor complained it was difficult to maintain the work schedule.

The University borrowed buses from area churches and sponsored a trip for students from the downtown campus to the nearly-completed location.

“It was an exciting time,” said Hyran Barefoot, Union’s 14th president, who was a professor of Greek and New Testament prior to the move. “It was like resurrection to be going to a new place.”

My mind remembers very vividly the newness of it, the novelty of it,” Barefoot continued. “Excitement gripped both faculty and students. And in the background of everybody’s mind was the fact that the campus almost had made a decision to go to Memphis. So I think there was a soothing effect that settled on everybody when we had finally gotten that resolved.”

NEW CAMPUS BRINGS CHANGES

That year also marked Union’s 150th anniversary and the 100th anniversary of its association with the Tennessee Baptist Convention. Celebration and dedications marked the first year on campus.

“Everything was new and, at that particular point, everything was in one building except the housing for students,” Barefoot said. “That was very new: the cafeteria in the same area that the classes were, the library and gymnasium in the same area. It was a great adjustment for all of us, but I don’t know of any reluctance on the part of anybody that anybody was unhappy because of any part of it.”

“When you came to class in the morning, you never left,” Murphy said. “You stayed in that building all day if you had classes all day. That was really different. Of course, in snow or cold or rain, you were there and didn’t have to go back outside.”

Another change was the more rural setting.

“When we were at the old location, students could walk to stores or shopping areas if they didn’t have automobiles,” Barefoot said. “And 40 years ago, not as many students had their own transportation as they do now.”

Student committees were working on every aspect of student life before the move. “Now their planning was coming to fruition, so they were excited to see what it was going to look like,” Brewer said.

Planning and organizing the actual move was an enormous task. The effort required many hands.

“It became obvious that it was going to be very expensive to hire professional movers,” Agee said. “Our business manager, Bob Elliott, was a genius at spreading a nickel over a dollar. The move was handled in a way that was, to me, miraculous.”

Union rented trucks, and faculty, staff and students alike helped pack up and move the 130-year-old campus in the summer of 1975.

GROWTH FOR THE UNIVERSITY

“It was obvious that the concept of the housing was going to be a real magnet,” Agee said. “We built the campus originally to take care of 1,200 students. The thinking was that if Union ever reached 1,000 students, that was probably as big as it would ever be. And I was one of those voices that said, ‘No, this is going to be popular.’”

“Union had a very strong academic reputation, and had for years,” he continued. “You add to it a new facility and delightful housing, and the school just took off in growth. We filled up the student housing the first year and had a waiting list.”

From 1975 to 1980, enrollment increased from 973 to 1,375. In the years after the move, the PAC was expanded and reconfigured several times to include an auxiliary gymnasium, swimming pool, racquetball courts, music practice rooms and additional instructional space.

“The way the Penick Academic Complex is designed, you could move walls and create space,” Agee said. “We’ve been able, because of the nature of the facility we built out here and its adaptability to changing demands of technology and the classroom, to meet the continued growth. We could meet that, adding on to the original design, at a much more affordable cost than we could have if we had tried, at the time, to build a new, separate facility somewhere.

“If, as time went on and the school continued to grow and alums continued to prosper, we were able to add individual buildings.”

TOUCHING THE FUTURE

In 1975, Craig wrote, “Since 1968 Union University has eagerly looked forward to the day when it could embark upon a new horizon in Christian higher education. That day is now here, and the college is occupying an entirely new campus)”

Forty years later, the innovative apartment-style residence is still a popular Union trademark. The campus now has seven multi-building residence complexes and has added 10 additional academic and administrative buildings.

Union has campuses in the Memphis and Nashville areas as well.

The new facilities developed hand-in-hand with new long-range plans, expanded academic programs and reorganization to fit the needs of students and the community throughout the four decades.

“Any institution that’s going to meet societal needs has to be willing to plan and think and dream and work. If you sit still, you go backwards,” Agee said. “It was a blessing and an exciting time to be a part of dreaming dreams and seeing visions for the future.”

Any institution that’s going to meet societal needs has to be willing to plan and think and dream and work. If you sit still, you go backwards.

Student housing on the old campus.
No longer is Miller Tower standing alone above the trees and academic buildings. In addition to the campus bell tower, Union’s new library now stands 140 feet high, and its distinctive dome and cross will be visible from miles away.

The vision for the new library was birthed out of years of planning with campus administrators and library staff to create a space that combined state-of-the-art technologies with research, study and fellowship. The new library space (scheduled for completion in October) will include several areas for internet-based research, study rooms and classrooms with the latest technology and even a new coffee shop for students, faculty and staff to enjoy.

“We are so excited about the new library at Union,” President Samuel W. “Dub” Oliver said. “It will serve as a central place on campus for students to learn and gather together in preparation for their future callings to the church and society. This amazing facility provides our students with the resources they need to achieve academic excellence in a Christ-centered community.”

This addition to the Union University campus has been made possible through the generosity of the Bill and Carol Latimer Foundation, whose $10.5 million lead gift has paved the way for the construction of the 54,000-square-foot library building.

In August 2014, Union launched the “Open the Doors” campaign to secure the final funds needed for the $21 million building. To date, the campaign has successfully raised more than half of the $3 million goal to complete the project, and opportunities to partner in this campaign are still available.

FOLLOW OUR PROGRESS
You can see a live view of construction of the new library at NewUnionLibrary.com or follow @NewUnionLibrary on Twitter.

If you would like to join the Open the Doors campaign and support the library, contact the Office of Institutional Advancement at (731) 661-5050 or email NewUnionLibrary@uu.edu.

THE LANDSCAPE OF THE UNION UNIVERSITY CAMPUS HAS CHANGED AGAIN

LIBRARY NEARING COMPLETION

NewUnionLibrary.com
HOW SEVEN STUDENTS FROM ALASKA CHOSE UNION

When they’re feeling a bit mischievous, they form a united front capable of convincing West Tennesseans almost anything about Alaska. BethAnne Davis and Jesse Dahms convinced a couple of people that Alaska is devoid of grass. Ivan Isaacs told his roommate there’s no wind in the winter because it freezes. Christian Winter has a funny-shaped electricity where I live,” Miracle Burton says. “I was talking about sports that I played in high school, and skiing was one of the main ones,” Dahms says. “Somebody asked me, “So, if one day you were really good at skiing and decided to compete in the Olympics, would you compete for the United States, or would you compete for Alaska?” For the seven Union University students—Burton, Isaacs, Dahms, Davis, Morfe, Winter and Kelsee Leaf—who have made the nearly 4,000-mile trek from Alaska to study in West Tennessee, the cultural and geographic differences are sometimes jarring. Yes, they’re still part of the same country, but their home is closer to Tokyo than it is to Jackson. At Union, however, they have formed a strong bond amongst themselves and have grown to love their new home. “So many people have welcomed us with open arms that we’ve formed our own little family and we’ve been able to be away from home together. which has been really nice,” Morfe says. “Freshman year when we came down, there was definitely an instant bond, all of us being from Alaska,” Dahms says. “We knew each other a little bit, so it was easy to be friends. None of us really had vehicles, so we were around campus a lot.” So how did seven people from Alaska make their way to Union? “Let’s start with Morfe, from Palmer, Alaska, who as a sophomore in high school began to pray about where the Lord wanted her to go to school. “My prayer was, ‘Lord, I’ll go anywhere you want me to, but please, don’t send me to the South. don’t send me to a small school and don’t send me to a school with any of my friends from high school,’” she says. As a junior, Morfe attended a college fair at Grace Christian School in Anchorage, where Davis was a student. Morfe met Rich Grimm, Union’s former senior vice president for enrollment services, who was representing Union at the fair. “When she heard that Union was in Jackson, Tennessee, she quickly ducked out of the conversation.” Too hot. No thanks. “I got here, and I loved it,” Morfe says. “OK, fine.” Morfe thought. “For a free dinner, what’s it going to hurt?” By the end of the meal, Grimm had convinced her to come to Union for a visit. “I got here, and I loved it.” Morfe says. “I felt immediately welcomed into the Union family.” After making the decision to attend Union, Morfe started working on her high school classmates and fellow youth group members Dahms and Winter. They would call it pestering. “Morgan told Jesse and me to apply, because it was a free application.” Winter says. “We’ll make Morgan happy and apply.” Unlike Morfe, Davis was looking for something drastically different from Alaska for college. She loves Alaska and plans to go back after college, but she wanted to experience something else for four years. Grimm took Davis and her dad (who was the administrator at her school) out to lunch and discussed Union with them. He put Davis, a cross country runner, in touch with Union’s cross country coach, Gary Johnson, and Davis came to campus for a visit and competition in Union’s Scholars of Excellence weekend. “One of my big draws in coming here was probably cross country.” Davis says. “Coach Johnson is very personable, and he made a point to try to get to know me as a person and not just as a runner.” Davis’ enrollment at Union led to Isaacs coming a couple of years later. The two attended the same high school, and Isaacs also runs cross country. When he was looking at colleges, Davis’ dad suggested Union to him. Leaf, meanwhile, knew about Union through his uncle, Brad Green, associate professor of Christian thought and tradition. Green, a native of Alaska, was also involved with Grimm in recruiting some of the students to Union, and he and his family have become what he calls a “familial proxy” for the Alaskan students while they are away from home. When the first five students (Morfe, Dahms, Winter, Davis, Leaf) came in as freshmen, Green regularly invited them to his home. The group quickly gained the name “The Alaskans” and grew from those five to their immediate friends. When Burton came a year later and Isaacs began his senior year, they also became part of the group. “If you’re in the Alaskan crew, you’re invited automatically to ‘The Alaskans,’” Green says. “You can easily get an email from Grimm, so it’s not a particularly exclusive society.” The students go for meals, dessert or to go walking and praying with Green’s wife,
Dianne. Green says his family wanted to minister to the group, because while many students can go home throughout the semester, the Alaskans are on campus for the semester’s duration. “It is a culture shock, I think, for the typical Alaskan 18-year-old to come,” Green says.

Despite that, he says Union has appealed to the students because they love the size of Jackson and the “lingering Christian cultural ethos of the South.” Alaska is a fairly secular place, Green says, so Union has provided them with a distinctly Christian university that has been challenging and nourishing for them at the same time.

“There isn’t really anything like a Union in Alaska,” he says.

Though they love Union, life in West Tennessee has taken some adjustment on their part. “It’s really flat here,” Burton says. “We get out of school for like half an inch of snow,” Isaacs says. That’s a common cause of amusement for the hardy Alaskans. “We had an indoor cross country practice canceled because it was too cold,” Winter says with a laugh.

For Leaf, a music lover, it was “a dream come true” if an artist she knew about traveled to Alaska for a concert. “Now I drive for 10 hours, and we find ourselves in Michigan,” Morfe says. “That was just foreign to us, because it takes three days to get to the continental U.S. Here, we can drive two hours and be in Alabama.”

As for Union, the Alaskan students are united in how much they love it, both academically and spiritually. “The school itself has been a huge encouragement,” Davis says. “There are people all around who have been challenging me spiritually. Sometimes it’s professors, and sometimes it’s my friends or different organizations I’m involved with.”

“I think it’s probably exceeded my expectations, in that I didn’t expect to be challenged from my classes as much as I have been,” Winter says.

Davis concurs. “Especially in the nursing program—it’s the most that I’ve ever had to study in my life,” she says. “It’s definitely pushed me to critically think and not just to know the answer and fill in the bubble.”

Some of them plan to return to Alaska when they graduate. Some don’t (“Don’t tell my mom,” one of them said). But they are all grateful for what they have found at Union. “I didn’t expect to want to stay down here,” Dahms says. “But Union has become a second home. I definitely miss Union when I’m gone. Even when I’m back at home in Alaska.”

Union has become a second home. I definitely miss Union when I’m gone. Even when I’m back at home in Alaska.
Winston Churchill once said there was something about the outside of a horse that was good for the inside of a man.

That’s something that Keith Absher believed. And for his friends and loved ones, it’s something they believe as well—because they saw it evidenced in Keith’s life.

Absher, dean of Union’s McAfee School of Business Administration, died March 24 at age 63 after a battle with Guillain-Barre syndrome. The Union community grieved the loss of one of the University’s key leaders and most ardent supporters.

“Keith went to college when he was 17, and he never left a college campus,” said Absher’s wife Beverly, Union’s associate vice president for auxiliary operations and chair of the continuing studies department. “He loved it. He loved students. Doing something with or for the students, having students seek his counsel, any activity that he could do with them was as exciting the day before he died as it was the first day he was able to do it.

“That was definitely his passion, and I’m glad God helped him find it at a young age.”

Outside of the classroom was where Absher pursued his other passion—horses. By the time he could sit up, he was on a horse.

“By the time he was 2 years old, he was too little to really make the horse leave home on his own, but his parents would switch it away and he would ride all through the country roads around his neighborhood,” Beverly said.

Once a year, the couple tried to get away for a nine-day trail ride—just the two of them. Absher said that trip every year was what helped him get the cobwebs out. A licensed farrier, Absher spent much of his free time outdoors working with the animals he loved.

Originally from Florence, Alabama, Absher came to Union as dean in 2004 after serving for many years in the management and marketing department at the University of North Alabama. He taught previously at Athens State University and the University of Arkansas.

He earned his Bachelor of Arts and Master of Business Administration degrees from Jacksonville State University; another master’s degree from the University of Alabama in Huntsville and his doctorate from the University of Arkansas.

Absher played an instrumental role in the McAfee School of Business Administration earning accreditation from the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business in 2013. The AACSB designation is what he described as “the gold standard” of business school accreditation, placing the McAfee School in the top 5 percent of business schools in the world. He also served as Union’s Faculty Athletics Representative, a role mandated by the NCAA, for the past six years.

Absher was a Sunday school teacher at Englewood Baptist Church. He and Beverly have two grown children and seven grandchildren.
Fox News host and former Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee spoke about personal morality and the value of Christian education at Union University’s 17th annual Scholarship Banquet Oct. 7 at the Carl Perkins Civic Center.

Huckabee said he was delighted to assist Union because he graduated from another Southern Baptist liberal arts college, Ouachita Baptist University in Arkansas.

As the first male in his family to attend college, Huckabee was dependent on scholarships. “I didn’t have a trust fund,” he said. “All I could do was trust God to help me fund it, and that was my trust fund.”

Huckabee also worked full time as a disc jockey at local radio station, studying while the records played. His hard-earned education has paid off, he said. “Students who go to a school like Union University will have an education that will put them on par with students who go to any Ivy League university in America,” Huckabee said, citing his personal experience debating Harvard Law graduates.

Huckabee said students need to be able to defend their faith in an increasingly secular world, a skill Union will give them.

New York Times columnist and author David Brooks will be the keynote speaker for Union University’s 18th annual Scholarship Banquet Oct. 6 at the Carl Perkins Civic Center in Jackson, Tenn. Brooks’ books include The Road to Character, The Social Animal: The Hidden Sources of Love, Character and Achievement, Bobos in Paradise (a New York Times bestseller) and On Paradise Drive. He is a regular analyst on PBS NewsHour and NPR’s All Things Considered.

The annual Scholarship Banquet has become one of the premier events in West Tennessee each year and is Union’s primary fund raising event for its student scholarship fund. Previous speakers have included Tony Blair, George W.H. Bush, Margaret Thatcher, Condelezza Rice, Mikhail Gorbachev, Laura Bush, Rudolph Giuliani, Colin Powell and Ben Carson, among others.

Dinner will begin at 6:30 p.m. and the program will start at 7:30 p.m. Sponsorship opportunities for the event are available at all levels. For ticket information, including table sponsorships and individual balcony seating, contact Union’s Office of Institutional Advancement at (731) 661-5050 or visit uu.edu/events/scholarshipbanquet.
Union celebrates Homecoming 2014

The Homecoming celebration also included the inauguration of Samuel W. “Dub” Oliver as Union University’s 16th president. Saturday morning kicked off with the inauguration of Samuel W. “Dub” Oliver on the library on the Great Lawn.

SAVE THE DATES NOV. 6–7

Plans are already underway for Homecoming 2015, scheduled for Nov. 6–7. The weekend will include a celebration of the class of 1966 and the dedication of the new library on the Great Lawn.

Web exclusive: Additional photo galleries and video from the Homecoming chapel and Dr. Oliver’s inauguration are available at uu.edu/unionite

40’s [FORTIES] James “Jim” Franklin Eaves ('49) and Dorothy Jeane (Hillman) Eaves ('49) celebrated their 70th wedding anniversary on March 17, 2015. Jim is a former member of Union’s Board of Trustees.

70’s [SEVENTIES] Bobby Bragg ('75) earned his Ed.D in educational leadership from Dallas Baptist University. His dissertation study was on the functional motivation of the boomer to volunteer through church.” Bobby serves as the Boomer Generation Pastor at Broadmoor Baptist Church in Madison, Mississippi.

Joel Washburn ('79) is the president of the Tennessee Press Association. He also serves on the Tennessee Press Association Foundation’s Board of Trustees.

Union alumna establishes scholarship honoring brother

On a cool day in March, a small group of close-knit family members gathered on Union University’s campus to remember the life of Union alumnus Daniel Thomas “Tom” Murchison (“59) and to celebrate the establishment of an endowed scholarship fund in his memory.

For the family, it is a fitting way to honor him—a faithful and loved husband, father, grandfather and brother. The initial $50,000 gift given by Tom’s sister and fellow Union alumna, Lynne Murchison, will benefit students studying the liberal arts.

“I always knew my brother was a good man, but it was not until after his death that I learned he was a great man,” Lynne Murchison said. “Tom had a servant’s heart, and I hope that this scholarship will help produce more ‘Toms for the world.’”

Union President Samuel W. “Dub” Oliver said the university received the gift with joy for the impact it would have for many years.

“As students receive an excellent, Christ-centered education through this endowed scholarship in his memory, they will know and remember the name and legacy of Tom Murchison,” Oliver said.

Tom Murchison graduated from Union in 1959. He was well-known on campus for his brilliant sense of humor and extensive campus involvement. Murchison went on to graduate from Tulane University Law School and began his 49-year law career in Natchitoches, Louisiana, where he and his wife settled permanently.

Murchison, who described himself as “terminally cantankerous,” frequently reminded others of his “Thank you. Blessings. Permanently.”

“Tom, who met his wife, Vicki, at Union, was the first member of his family to graduate from Union. He was followed by his two younger sisters, a niece and a nephew. His family remembers him as a man of character and integrity, one who quietly served others.”

Following a battle with cancer, Murchison died in 2012 at the age of 75. But, for his family and friends, the impact of his life continues to shape them.

In February of 2014, the city of Natchitoches dedicated the city court building posthumously in Murchison’s honor, “for his forty years as City Attorney and public servant.”

“Tom, who met his wife, Vicki, at Union, was the first member of his family to graduate from Union. He was followed by his two younger sisters, a niece and a nephew. His granddaughter is a current student.”

“This is a family that highly values the mission of Union,” Oliver said. “It is encouraging to see the influence one generation of Unionites has had on the world and to anticipate the influence of future generations.”
Arnold, Conger win local Man, Woman of the Year awards

Bobby Arnold (‘76) and Virgina Conger (‘92), two Union University alumni, were recently honored as Jackson’s Man of the Year and Woman of the Year, respectively.

Arnold, president and CEO of West Tennessee Healthcare, was selected by the Jackson Exchange Club for its yearly honor and presented with the award at a Feb. 24 ceremony. “Mr. Arnold has been involved in our community for many years and has a long career at Jackson-General Hospital,” said Jackson Exchange Club President Scott Beard in a February 24 ceremony. “He’s been involved in many boards and many committees that give back to the community and helped our community grow.”

Bobby Arnold is there and real supportive of it.”

Johnny Arnold, Conger win local Man, Woman of the Year awards

Doris Sue Hardee

Arnold said he was deeply humbled by the award. “I’ve had the opportunity to work alongside some amazing men and women who work so very hard,” Arnold said. “One of the great things about Jackson is that the people of this community are willing to band together and take care of each other and work.”

“I would just say that any success I may have had or this recognition tonight, some of it is certainly attributable to the folks that I’ve had the opportunity to work with on different boards and projects.”

Three weeks later, Conger was named Altrusa’s 63rd Woman of the Year at a March 16 dinner. The group selects a Jackson or Madison County resident each year who is typically active in the community and serves in leadership roles. “She taught in the Jackson-Madison County School system for 27 years,” Altarsa President Jennifer Flanagan said of Conger, as reported by the Jackson Sun. “She was married to a mayor of Jackson, and they raised four children.”

“I believe God put us here to help people, and that’s what we’re supposed to do,” Conger said. “I appreciate the friends I have in the room and I appreciate all of you being here.”

According to the Sun story Conger works with children at the Department of Children’s Services as a surrogate parent, mentors high school seniors for Madison Achieves, bakes desserts for the homeless and sews for the Threads of Love program, among other service projects. She also teaches Sunday school at First Presbyterian Church in Jackson.

Dee Leggett (‘94) works as a senior consultant with LTK Engineering Services, a premier rail systems engineering firm. Dee previously served as chief operating officer for the Denton County Transportation Authority and its 15-mile commuter rail line. Dee and her husband, Matt, live in Highland Village, Texas, with their 3-year-old son, Harrison.

Ingrid Gindin (‘03) completed a fellowship in forensic psychiatry in June 2014. She now works as a psychiatrist in the state prison system in Pennsylvania.

Grant Taylor (‘04) earned his Ph.D. in biblical theology from Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary in December 2016. He and his wife Rebecca welcomed Karah Mae to the family in July 2016. They reside in Wake Forest, North Carolina, where Grant teaches biblical studies at Southeastern and Rebecca works in the Office of Institutional Advancement.

Cam Armstrong (‘96) is the assistant dean for undergraduate student affairs at Robins College of Health and Human Science.

Becky Roode (‘02) works with the Bridge Network of Churches, a network of over 90 churches serving southeastern Virginia with resources, training, and support. For more information, visit www.norbaptist.com.

Myer enhances crisis response in Turkey

The dramatic scene was part of a 2014 summer workshop on crisis intervention at Attilum University in Ankara, a province in central Turkey. The young woman was a student and the therapist was a faculty member. Off camera was Rick Myer, a 1975 Union graduate, chair of the University of Texas at El Paso Department of Educational Psychology and Special Services.

Myer, an international expert in his field, was invited by the Turkish Ministry of Science and Technology to participate in a five-week academic fellowship similar to the U.S. Fulbright Scholar program. He participated in research, workshops, panel discussions and classroom sessions tied to the psychosocial Triage Assessment Model that he helped develop in 1992 to assess an individual’s cognitive, affective and behavioral issues after a crisis.

Advanced instruction in crisis intervention and trauma therapy is valuable in Turkey, which experiences hundreds of earthquakes of different magnitudes annually and also shares borders with Syria, Iraq and Iran, which leaves it open to tens of thousands of refugees trying to escape social and political violence. The Turkish government is trying to enhance its methods to address emotional and psychological issues that impact its population and develop a stronger crisis management plan for its K-12 schools.

“My job was to do some training, but as a result we also collected data on the Triage Assessment Model form, and the analysis of that data shows that the information on the form is reliable in that culture,” Myer said. The educator said he planned to co-author several research papers with his Turkish peers using data from his summer work. They would use that data as the basis to resubmit a grant that would permit him to return to Turkey several times during a two-year period to do more extensive training in crisis intervention assessments and crisis management in other parts of the country and collect even more data.

00’s [TWO THOUSANDS]

Kathy O. Loston (‘96) is working on a short film project entitled “I Am a Caregiver.” This social advocacy film will highlight the personal stories and challenges of select caregivers in Memphis, Tennessee. For more information about the project, visit www.kickstarter.com/projects/kathyo-i-am-a-caregiver.
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Myer, an international expert in his field, was invited by the Turkish Ministry of Science and Technology to participate in a five-week academic fellowship similar to the U.S. Fulbright Scholar program. He participated in research, workshops, panel discussions and classroom sessions tied to the psychosocial Triage Assessment Model that he helped develop in 1992 to assess an individual’s cognitive, affective and behavioral issues after a crisis.
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**OLD SCHOOL ALUMNI NEWS**

**Marriages**

Jonathan Yorkowitz (’05) married long-time friend Rachel Joy Klas Yorkowitz on June 21, 2014, in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The couple lives in Fresno, California, where Jonathan works as the assistant director of residence life, and Rachel works as the front office manager for the registrar’s office, both at Fresno Pacific University.

Maggie Ledbetter Sandusky (’12) married Ethan Sandusky on Sept. 26, 2014, in Royse City, Texas. They met in hermeneutics class at Southwestern Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas, where they are both pursuing Master of Divinity degrees.

**Births**

Laura Spotts Todd (’70) married Kevin Todd on April 19, 2014.

Mary Alisa Teconchin Duchek (’12) married Matthew Duchek on Aug. 9, 2014, in Nashville, Tennessee. After their honeymoon in the Greek islands, the happy couple was blessed with a baby in May.

Jessica House Richmond (’12) married Justin Richmond on Sept. 21, 2013. Jessica is a teacher at South Pemiscot High School in Steele, Missouri.

Lori Morris Jacob (’72) married Brian Edward Jacob on Oct. 12, 2014.

**Memoriam**

Elven D. Hensley (’50) passed away May 16, 2014. He was preceded in death by his wife Mary, three children and four step-children.

Joseph Albert Coughlin Jr. died Jan. 1, 2015, at age 76. He attended Union for one semester in the spring of 1956. His work included a brief stint with the U.S. Army.

Billy Joe Weinstein (’66) passed away Nov. 7, 2014, in Paducah, Kentucky. He was 76 years old. He received a bachelor’s degree in music from Union in 1962 and was a member of the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity of America. After two years of service in the U.S. Army, he worked as a high school music teacher, salesman and agent. Mr. Weinstein also loved farming and raising Black Angus cattle. He will be remembered for his love of “family, music, and cows.”

Billy Frank Hammonds (’58) passed away Nov. 14, 2013, in Dothan, Alabama. He was 79 years old. He was ordained as a Baptist minister at age 22 and served in the ministry for 51 years, retiring from First Baptist Church in Trenton, Tennessee, in 2001. Survivors include his wife, Patricia Bowman Hammonds, two children and six grandchildren.

Frances Hayes Hensley who passed away April 5, 2014. Joseph Albert Coughlin Jr. died Jan. 1, 2015, at age 76. He attended Union for one semester in the spring of 1956. His work included a brief stint with the U.S. Army.

Ward H. Smith, two children and one grandchild.

**Want to stay updated about the latest happenings at Union?**

Sign up for Union Life, a monthly email that highlights news, events and stories of interest to the Union community. Subscribe at uu.edu/alumni.
Jamie Mosley and Suzanne Frost were both Union students. That same year, Glenn and Geraldine Rainey ('53) gave to the Union Fund. As recipients of financial aid, Jamie and Suzanne benefited from their gift.

Jamie and Suzanne went on to get married, have three boys and carry out the Union mission in Middle Tennessee through their service to church and society.

Claudia Velasco transferred to Union from Vanderbilt University. That same year, Jamie and Suzanne Mosley gave to the Union Fund. Claudia benefited through financial aid. As a Union student, Claudia tutored Jackson elementary and middle school students and received a prestigious internship with the Congressional Hispanic Caucus in Washington, D.C.

Claudia is now working with an international technology consulting firm, EMC Corporation, based out of Paris, France. And this year she joins Jamie and Suzanne as a Union Fund donor.

Union University continues a 192-year legacy of transforming individuals, who then impact the world through Christ-centered service.

JOIN THIS LEGACY BY GIVING TO THE UNION FUND.

uu.edu/giving

Bullpups

1. Annie Jane Preston was born Sept. 6, 2014, to Landon Preston ('07) and Stacy Preston ('05).

2. Josiah Anggalen Hoosier was born Dec. 10, 2014, to Tim Hoosier ('93) and Gana Hoosier.

3. Lucy Marie was born on June 30, 2014. She is the daughter of Shaun Powers ('02) and Beth Sentell Powers ('05).

Final Frame
Andrew Clark, art graduate, accepts his diploma from Dr. Dub at the May '16 spring commencement.
photo by Amanda Rohde '16